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1. STAFF CONTACT DETAILS 
  
 
*Students are advised to make an appointment with staff prior to consultation 
either by phone or email. 
 
 
2. COURSE DETAILS 
 
2.1 Teaching Times and Locations 
 
2.2 Units of Credit 
This course is worth 6 Units of Credit. 
 
2.3 Course Aims and Relationship to Other Courses 
Global Business Operations and Management provides conceptual tools and insights to 
analyse how multinational corporations (MNCs) manage operations and business 
activities worldwide. Key topics of study include: the evolution and development of 
MNCs, the internationalization process of firms and their entry modes, MNC operations 
such as marketing, manufacturing, research and development (R&D), human resource 
management, financial management and partnership management. 
 
Student Learning Outcomes 
After completing this course, students should be able to 
  

• Analyse how MNCs attain global competitiveness 
• Understand how MNCs conduct their functions and enhance their value chain in 

home and host environments 
• Understand how top management guides firms through the complex and 

uncertain features of industry competition in the global economy and leverages 
capabilities and competencies to create competitive advantages in international 
and global markets 

This course contributes to your development of the following Australian 
School of Business Graduate Attributes, which are the qualities, skills and 
understandings we want you to have by the completion of your degree, as 
shown in the table below.   
 
 

ASB Graduate Attributes 
1. Critical thinking and problem solving 
2. Communication 
3. Teamwork and leadership 
4. Social, ethical and global perspectives 
5. In-depth engagement with relevant disciplinary knowledge 
6. Professional skills 

 
 
3. LEARNING AND TEACHING ACTIVITIES 
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3.1 Approach to Learning and Teaching in the Course 
This course is based on the most recent research and practice regarding business 
and management issues related to MNCs. It combines multiple theoretical 
perspectives with practical cases, enabling students to understand how the 
conceptual tools work in practice.   
 
The course is taught with a participant-centred approach. The core of the course is 
student participation in both lectures and seminars. Throughout group work, case 
studies, and class discussion, students will be able to bring in their existing 
knowledge and contextualize their theoretical analysis. Students with practical 
experience will be invited to share their experience with the class.  
 
The course sets clear expectations, goals, and learning outcomes for students. 
These are centred on the expectation that students for their future careers will 
want to equip themselves with the skills to deal with corporate challenges in an 
international context. Students will therefore be encouraged to develop analytical 
and presentation skills through individual research effect and as part of a team.  
 
Continuous assessment during the course is done with the aim to support students 
in developing these skills. Feedback from both instructor and peer students will be 
provided. 
 
 
3.2 Learning Activities and Teaching Strategies 
The modes of teaching for this course are: 

• Lectures which introduce theoretical and analytical concepts, and link the 
course content to current business practice. 

• Seminars which allow students to link their own experience to new 
conceptual tools and modes of analysis. 

• Individual assignment which allows students to develop skills to conduct in-
depth research on a selected topic. 

• Group presentations which allow students to present their work to other 
students and gain feedback from the class and lecturer.  
 

4. ASSESSMENT 
 
4.1 Formal Requirements 
In order to pass this course, you must 

• Achieve a composite mark of at least 50; and 
• Make a satisfactory attempt at all assessment tasks 

 
4.2 Assessment Details 
 

Assessment Task Weighting 
ASB Graduate 

Attributes 
assessed 

Length Due Date 

1. Exam 35% 1, 4, 5 120 min Week 8 

2.Individual 
term paper 

30% 1, 4, 5 3000-4000 
words 

Week 12 
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3. Group 
presentation 

20% 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 60-minute  Weekly 

3. Participation 15% 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 N/A Ongoing 

 
1. Exam (35%) 
A 120 min mid-term exam will be held in Week 8 during the lecture/seminar time. 
The questions will be fact-based and may include recent business news or cases. 
Details about the exam and sample questions will be communicated in due course. 

 
2. Individual term paper (30%) 
For the individual term paper, students are required to write an essay related to a 
contemporary issue faced by MNC managers/entrepreneurs/consultants. Students 
have two options to choose their topic: 
 
Option one is to use the following topic 
 
Discuss the reasons for success or failure of a MNC’s operation in a region/country 
other than its home country.  Use a well-known MNC that is engaged in rapid foreign 
expansion in the past 15 years as your case study.  Write a comprehensive report.   
 
Option two is to come up with your own topic, but it should be related to the weekly 
topic(s) in the lectures of this course, and substantially different from topics used in 
other courses (e.g., MGMT 5601, 5606 and etc.).  
In the paper, students have to show that they have read the relevant literature 
and are aware of the major views held on their chosen topic. They will then apply 
this knowledge to a business setting (company/case/business scenario). Clear 
references in Harvard style should be included in the individual paper. The 
minimum length is 3000 and maximum length is 4000 words excluding references 
and figures/tables. A one-page abstract about the selected topic and the structure 
of the paper is due on Week 6 seminar. The abstract is a compulsory item, but will 
not be marked. The individual paper is due on Week 12 lecture. More details will 
be communicated in due course. 
 
3. Group presentation (20%) 
Students will be randomly divided into teams of three (number of members in each 
team is subject to change according to the number of students in each seminar). 
Each team should perceive themselves as consultants of the company, and are 
asked to provide analysis and recommendation on the business of the 
company/industry in the weekly case.  

• Teams will be asked to give a 25-minute presentation of their case analysis 
and facilitate a 35-minute class discussion. Each member of the team will 
have to take part in the presentation. It is recommended that each main 
point in the presentation to be followed by a 5 to 15 min discussion section. 
Skills and methods to encourage class discussion are communicated in 
Week 2 seminar.  
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• Presenters of each week should effectively lead and manage class 
discussion. Class discussion is an important assessment item in the 
presentation. 

• About 50% of the issues discussed in the presentation should be related to 
the case questions given to the whole class by the lecture the week before 
the presentation. Another 50% of the issues should be new questions 
identified by the presentation group.  

• The early presentation groups will get “first mover” bonus points. The 
bonus points are 3% for the first group (week 3), 2% for the second group 
(week 4), and 1% for the third group (week 6). For example, if the first 
group got a mark of 70/100, the final mark with bonus points should be 
72/100 (=70+70*3%) 

 
4. Participation (15%) 
Because much of the learning in this class comes from in-class interaction, 
students are expected to prepare for the seminar sessions by reading the case 
reading for each seminar.  

• To be eligible for the participation mark, students are required to hand in a 
one-page answer to the case questions available on Black Board/lecture 
slides the week before the case presentation. each student should read and 
answer the questions independently. The answer sheet should be handed in 
to the tutor at the beginning of each seminar. The weekly one-page answer 
will not be marked, but it is a compulsory item. 

• The Students are assessed by their contribution to the discussion sections 
in weekly case presentations. The consistency and quality of their 
contributions will be reflected in the marks for participation. 

 

5. Late Submission 
No late submission is accepted. 
 
 
5. COURSE RESOURCES 
Blackboard 
The Blackboard course module contains essential resources for students such as: 
weekly lecture slides, weekly core readings, and updates newspaper articles for 
class discussion. 

 
Textbook 
MGMT 5609 Text book (available in UNSW bookshop) 
 or 
Chapter 12 to 20, International Business: Competing in the Global Marketplace 
(8E, McGraw-Hill) 
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Supplementary reading 
Available in the Supp Reading folder on Black Board from Week 1 
 
Recommended reading 
You should read widely in order to get through the course material successfully. 
However, students may find the following materials relevant: 

 
Journals  
Journal in International Business Studies 
Journal of World Business 
Management International Review 
Harvard Business Review 
Internet resources  
 Economist (www.economist.com) 
 Financial Times (http://www.ftchinese.com/) 
 BBC (news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/in_depth/asia_pacific/2004/china/default.stm) 
 Knowledge@Wharton (knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu) 
 McKinsey Quarterly (www.mckinseyquarterly.com/home.aspx) 

 
 
 

http://www.economist.com/
http://www.mckinseyquarterly.com/home.aspx
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6. COURSE SCHEDULE 

 
 
 
Note: Seminar activities are subject to change according to student number and class 
feedback.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. LIST OF CASES 

WK LECTURE TOPIC ACTIVITIES AND DUE DATES TEXTBOOK 
CHAPTER 

1 Course introduction Seminar: / 
 

/ 

2 The 
internationalization 
of firm 

Seminar: Forming presentation teams  
                Discussion of Week 1 lecture content 
 

12 

3 Foreign expansion 
and entry modes 

Seminar:  Case 1 presentation 

                Discussion of Week 2 lecture content 
14, 15 

4 Foreign direct 
investment: Practice 
of MNC managers 

Seminar: Case 2 presentation 
                Discussion of Week 3 lecture content 

14 

5 Preparation of individual term paper and completion of a one-page 
abstract of the chosen topic. 

/ 

6 Global Marketing Seminar: Case 3 presentation  
                Discussion of Week 4 lecture content 
Abstract of individual term paper due  
 

17 

7 Global 
manufacturing and 
R&D   

Seminar: Case presentation 4 
                Mid-term Presentation feedback 
                Mid-term Participation feedback 
 

19, 20 

 Mid-session break  

8 Mid-term exam  

9 Global financial 
management 

Seminar:  Case 5 presentation  
                Discussion of Week 9 lecture content 

16, 17 

10 Global human 
resource 
management 

Seminar: Consultation of individual paper  
                 Mid-term exam feedback      

18 

11 Global partnership 
management  

Seminar: Case 6 presentation 
              Discussion of Week 10 lecture content 
 

14 

12 MNCs from the 
emerging 
economies 

Seminar: Case 7 presentation  
              Discussion of Week 11 lecture content 
Individual term paper due in lecture 

/ 

13 Course overview  
 

Seminar: General feedback  
                  

/ 
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Access to the following cases available in the Case folder on Black Board starting 
from Week 1. 

 

WK CASE  

3 1 BRL Hardy: Globalizing an Australian wine company 

4 2 Note on global hotel industry 

6 3 AMD Dresden: Copy inexactly! 

7 4 Louis Vuitton in Japan 

10 5 Design strategy at Samsung electronics 

11 6 Development of a multinational personnel selection 
system 

12 7 UTV and Disney: Strategic alliance 
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Group presentation assessment sheet MGMT 5609 
 
     Name of Student   
 (1) 
 
(2) 
 
(3) 
 
(4) 
 
RATING Weak Satisfactory Good Very good Outstanding 

Class discussion 
(40%)      

Overall design of class 
discussion sections      

Stimulating audience 
involvement      

Responding to 
questions/issues raised      

Delivery/Style (30%)      

Organisation (including 
observing time limits)      

Use of visual aids      

Style (clarity, enthusiasm, 
eye contact, etc.)      

Creativity      

Content/Analysis (30%) 
Quality of analysis      

Comprehensiveness      

Use of evidence/support      

Research effort       

 
 
Mark:          /20 
 
 
Comments: 
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Individual paper assessment sheet MGMT 5609 
 
 
 
 

Name of Student ……………………………… 
 

   
 
 

Criteria Weak Satisfactory Good Very good Outstanding 

Quality of analysis      
Application of 
theories      
Content and 
relevance      

Originality      
Structure and 
organization      

Literature support       

Writing style      

Grammar and 
spelling      

References      
 
 
 
Mark:                /30 
 
 
Comments:  
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School of Organisation and Management  
ASSIGNMENT COVER SHEET 

 
 

Course: MGMT5609 

Student Numbers: _____________  Name: _____________________  

           

Lecturer :  
 

Tutor  : __________________ 

Seminar: __________________                                          

Day: ___________ Time: ________ Classroom: __________  

 

Word count: ____________words  

 

Date Due:      

 
I declare that this assessment item is my own work, except where acknowledged, and 
has not been submitted for academic credit elsewhere, and acknowledge that the 
assessor of this item may, for the purpose of assessing this item:  
a.  Reproduce this assessment item and provide a copy to another member of the 
University; and/or,  
b.  Communicate a copy of this assessment item to a plagiarism checking service 
(which may then retain a copy of the assessment item on its database for the purpose 
of future plagiarism checking).  
c.  I certify that I have read and understood the University Rules in respect of 
Student Academic Misconduct.  
 

Signed: ....................................................date:  
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